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Introduction
In recent years, motile cells like bacteria and microalgae have attracted considerable interest not only among
biologists but also in the physics community and related fields. Understanding their motion has immense biological
and ecological implications. The possibility to harness their motion to power microdevices is a topic of exceptional
importance for modern microtechnology. When the motion of a motile cell is observed closely, it appears erratic, and
yet the combination of nonequilibrium forces and surfaces can produce striking examples of organisation in
microbial systems. While our current understanding is based on very simple environments, it remains elusive how,
and, at which length scale self-organisation emerges in complex geometries.
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Conclusions & Outlook
Combining experiments, analytical and numerical calculations [1,2] we study
the motion of motile cells under controlled lab conditions and demonstrate that
intricate patterns can be observed even at the level of a single cell exploring
an isolated habitat. We explain how curvature guides the cell’s motion and
find a universal relation between probability fluxes and habitat geometry
confirmed by experiments [2]. Our results represent a general description of
the structure of such nonequilibrium fluxes at the
single cell level. This might open
possibilities of designing
devices that guide the motion
of such cells. Deciphering the patterns
hidden within their movement may
ultimately enable the employment of microorganisms for drug delivery within the body, or
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the design of microdevices powered by their motion.
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